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Who Will USE T he
Magnificent Solution?
In this lengthy review we will try to provide
our readers with a feel for the swirling political
environment in the Philippines at this time. The
solution to the problems there as well as globally
rests with “The Magnificent Solution”, God’s Plan,
the GAIA Program. It is in the Philippines that the
perfect confluence of events has come together
whereby the first to choose and USE that which
has been provided can achieve heroic status.
President Arroyo is now cited as the least
popular leader of the Philippines of all time, even
as the country itself has been judged one of the
most corrupt in the world. As the people starve
and the IMF presses for full implementation of its
financial-imperialism policies, GMA has protected
her position using the corrupt military leaders who
supported her unconstitutional ascent into power.
Now the corruption is being exposed and charges
have been laid against one of those military
leaders, Major General Carlos Garcia, who is
being made the scapegoat for all the corruption in
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the nation.
How very convenient for the
politicians this is. One must wonder, however, for
how long the foundation of GMA’s power can be
eroded without the house falling down.
As the following articles should make clear, de
facto political power rests with the military and it
is a long time since de jure political power has
counted for anything in the Philippines. It is hard
to conceive of a lasting solution that is not based
on restoration of de jure rule of law. As Alan F.
Paguia reminds us constantly, the de jure leader of
the Philippines remains incarcerated for charges of
corruption which have never been proven.
Our choice for the lead article reviewed in this
issue ends with a thought-provoking reference by
former Senator Francisco Tatad to “an alternative
program of government which could be used by
the next government”. What could that be? It
certainly appears as though GMA is at risk of
losing “it” if she chooses not to use “it”.
[QUOTING:]
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GMA SHOULD FOCUS ON HER EXIT PLAN
—TATAD
The Daily TRIBUNE, 10/21/04
By Gerry Baldo
Forget spying on the opposition leaders. Start
preparing an exit plan.
This was opposition leader and former Sen.
Francisco “Kit” Tatad’s advice to President Arroyo,
following reports of intense surveillance activities
conducted on him and other opposition leaders by
Malacañang.
Tatad stressed that which Mrs. Arroyo should be
concentrating on is her “exit plan” rather than waste
government time and money to harass the political
opposition.
“This is no longer a contest between the
administration and the opposition. It is a choice
between the nation and Mrs. Arroyo. To save the
nation, we must let go of Mrs. Arroyo. The choice is
that simple,” Tatad pointedly said.
The opposition leader charged that Mrs. Arroyo is
(Continued on page 2)
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the primary destabilizer in the country, warning that the
Arroyo government is going down the drain even
without the opposition doing anything to rock her and
her administration.
“She has reached the dead-end and she’s going to
fall on her own, even without the opposition having to
do anything against her,” Tatad said.
The opposition leader also disclosed to the Tribune
yesterday that Mrs. Arroyo’s allies and even her
Cabinet secretaries have been admitting privately to
members of the diplomatic community that the end of
the Arroyo regime is “only a matter of time”.
“Who should take over, and what programs should
they use to rebuild the nation?” are the important
questions that must be raised today, Tatad stressed.
A Palace insider virtually confirmed that “many
Cabinet” officials have discussed among themselves, in
private conversations, the possibility of their quitting
their posts, sensing the imminent collapse of the
President and her government, knowing that “from this
point on, it’s downhill for her (Mrs. Arroyo)”, pointing
out that there is little the President can do to convince
either the Filipino people or even the international
community, that she can turn things around for the
country and the nation.
“The others were smarter,” the Palace insider told
the Tribune. “They left early, like (former Finance
Secretary Jose Isidro) Camacho. Many others have
tried to leave her Cabinet, but she has virtually been
begging them to stay with her, telling them that after
all she has done for them, the least they can do is to
stick it out with her in her hour of need,” adding that
she keeps on telling them that there can be no collapse
of her presidency because the military generals remain
loyal to her.
Tatad has confirmed reports he had gone to the
United States where he had met American officials
and Filipino community leaders in Washington, D.C.
and New York to launch the “Filipinos for the
Philippines”, a group which seeks to mobilize Filipinos
outside of the Philippines to support the badly needed
changes in the government.
During his trip, he said he had learned that the
White House had ceased to take the telephone calls of
Mrs. Arroyo and that U.S. officials had told a visiting
economic team from the Philippines that they were
unhappy about the extent of corruption in the Arroyo
government and the failure of the government to
institute reforms.
Tatad declined to identify the U.S. officials he said
he had spoken with.
Sources, however, said these individuals are
connected with the White House, the State
Department, Pentagon and the Heritage Foundation,
one of whose staff members recently scored the
Arroyo administration in an opinion piece in the Asian
Wall Street Journal.
Mrs. Arroyo, however, yesterday in Leyte for the
Leyte Landing anniversary rites, intimated that she still
enjoys the strong support of U.S. President Bush and
his government, pointing to the promised delivery of 30
helicopters and some P4 billion in defense aid within
her six-year term.
“The ties remain strong” between the U.S. and
the Philppines, she said.
Tatad pointed out that what he had done and is
doing are within his rights and duties as a Filipino
citizen.
“My position on the Arroyo presidency is wellknown. I have written books and articles about it, and
spent the last campaign talking about it to millions of
Filipinos. That’s why 80 percent of my votes never
made it to the official canvass, while those who saw
nothing wrong with Mrs. Arroyo are now in office,”
Tatad said.

“Mrs. Arroyo is not only the cause of the present
crisis, she is the crisis herself. But while a regime
change is absolutely necessary, it is no longer
sufficient. We need to change the system, restructure
the government, reinvent the Philippines,” he said.
He said, he and the Christian Nationalist Union,
where he is a board member in charge of international
relations, have been working on an alternative program
of government which could be used by the next
government.
[END QUOTING]
Next: How is it alright for the President of the
Philippines to suggest investigating a different
mode of government and at the same time somehow
treasonous for anyone else to do so? As former
Senator Tatad pursues apparently NON-violent
means of effecting change in the government, it is
revealed that this activity on his part has come
under the surveillance of Mrs. Arroyo’s security
forces.
[QUOTING:]
PALACE SPY OPS SPREAD
TO ANTI-GLORIA LEADERS
The Daily TRIBUNE, 10/20/04
By Gerry Baldo and Mario J. Mallari
Seemingly gripped by paranoia over the
government’s sense of impending doom and equating
this doomsday scenario with official Washington’s
“displeasure” with her and her administration, following
a report of the Heritage Foundation, a highly influential
Republican-leaning think tank piece that was damning
to her, President Arroyo and her security officers
have reportedly heightened surveillance of key
opposition leaders and presidential critics, notably those
believed by Malacañang to have close personal
contacts with U.S. officials and Filipino community
leaders in the U.S., intelligence sources told the
Tribune yesterday.
Very high on this list, the sources said, is former
Sen. Francisco “Kit” Tatad, who recently returned
from a trip to the United States, where he was said to
have discussed the deepening Philippine crisis with
influential American officials and Filipino community
leaders.
A source with close contacts in the office of the
Executive Secretary Eduardo Ermita said, “the
intelligence effort is now focused on Tatad, who was
recently monitored in Washington, D.C. and New
York, meeting with important American officials and
personalities.”
The source pointed out that while Malacañang
continues to keep a tight watch on former Sen.
Gregorio “Gringo” Honasan and Sen. Panfilo Lacson,
who have been described by a Palace insider as the
“major players” in an alleged planned coup d’etat
against the Arroyo government to be mounted
sometime next month, Tatad, among other opposition
leaders, is also under tight surveillance as he is said to
be seen by the President and her aides as having “a
line to U.S. State Department” officials, following his
trip to the U.S. recently.
Tatad and a group of visiting Filipinos were
believed to have met with U.S. State Department
officials, among others.
Their presence was also noted at an important
function of the Philippine-American Foundation in
Washington, D.C., where they met with the Philippineborn U.S. Maj. Gen. Antonio Taguba, the Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense and the Philippine-born
Pulitzer Prize-winning photographer Cheryl Diaz
Meyer, who criticized the crisis of confidence in the
Philippines.
In New York, Tatad, together with the group of
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visiting Filipinos, and Filipino community leaders from
New York, New Jersey and Washington, D.C,
launched “Filipinos for the Philippines”, a global
solidarity movement, which seeks to mobilize Filipinos
everywhere to support a regime change in the
Philippines.
“It is this movement started by Tatad that has
made the President really nervous,” the insider told the
Tribune, since the movement is focused on
documenting U.S. properties not only of Cabinet
members of Mrs. Arroyo, but more important, the
properties of the President and her spouse, First
Gentleman Jose Miguel Arroyo.
The movement, which is said to have caught fire
in the U.S. Filipino communities, had its members
digging up documents related to this.
Reports have begun circulating here and in the
Filipino communities in the U.S. that the American
government is preparing to file charges against highranking Filipino officials who have amassed properties
and money in the U.S., under the Rico (Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations) law.
There are allegedly some pinpointed properties said
to belong to the Arroyo spouses, albeit listed allegedly
under a Filipino realtor’s name.
Although these reports are still unconfirmed,
Malacañang sources have said there is no assurance
such cases are in fact being prepared, and that
President Arroyo cannot afford to end up with any
slapped against her.
Malacañang, according to the sources, suspects
that Tatad’s group might have had a hand in this.
“It cannot be mere coincidence that U.S. pressure
on President Arroyo has tremendously increased,
following this group’s visit to the U.S.,” the sources
said.
They pointed out that presidential aides are more
concerned over Tatad’s movement than the alleged
Honasan-Lacson coup plot, saying the two may not
have public support, but the call for a regime change
by Tatad appears to be picking up momentum.
The alleged Lacson-Honasan coup team-up
reportedly will usher in a military junta, with Lacson as
the President. Honasan’s Guardians’ group will
reportedly be the frontline army.
The Tribune tried but again failed to get in touch
with Lacson and Honasan, its called unanswered.
The Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) Chief
of Staff Gen. Narcisco Abaya appears to have been
hit by coup jitters, as he alerted, some two weeks ago,
all major unit commanders against possible
destabilization attempts by certain groups that may
take advantage of the controversies hounding the
military establishment.
Abaya, in a memorandum dated Oct. 5, particularly
cited the case of former AFP comptroller Maj. Gen.
Carlos Garcia who is facing charges before the Office
of the Ombudsman for gross dishonesty and perjury,
through his misdeclaration of his statement of assets
and liabilities (SAL).
“In light of the recent case involving a ranking
officer of the AFP, this letter is published to preclude
attempts to capitalize on this issue to sow intrigue
among our ranks,” Abaya stated in the memorandum
addressed to all military commanders nationwide.
“In this light, we cannot avoid that there will be
some individuals or groups that could take advantage
of the issue to advance their own selfish interests. I
urge all members of the Armed Forces to remain alert
and cautious against false and misleading information
coming from suspicious individuals or groups,” he
further stated.
In the letter, Abaya also stressed what the AFP
leadership has undertaken after learning of Garcia’s
case last February. He said he immediately ordered
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the transfer of Garcia from being the comptroller to
deputy chief of staff for plans and programs.
“The AFP has handled this case in conformity with
established procedures. As a matter of policy, the
AFP conducts its investigations in a discreet manner,
cognizant of the principle enshrined in the law that
every respondent, regardless of rank or stature, is to
be accorded due process,” the AFP chief said.
“Without prejudging the outcome of the
investigation, the graft and corruption charge against a
ranking AFP official is indeed a serious matter. And
while it has again placed the AFP in bad light, it must
be viewed by all AFP members in the context of the
ongoing reforms aimed at improving the public trust in
our Armed Forces,” he added.
Only last Friday, Abaya had an audience with the
AFP sergeants major and assured the military enlisted
men the leadership is not coddling Garcia, a member
of the Philippine Military Academy Class of 1971
where Abaya is an honorary member.
Meanwhile, after her surveillance operations on
Honosan and Lacson had been exposed, Mrs. Arroyo
yesterday linked the local revolutionary left to
international terrorist organizations.
She was said to have called an emergency
security meeting yesterday morning but emphasized
that its agenda was mainly focused on the discovery
of the links between the two groups.
After the emergency meeting with the members
of the National Security Council (NSC), Mrs. Arroyo
appeared before the media, along with National
Security Adviser Hermogenes Ebdane, Defense
Secretary Avelino Cruz and incoming AFP Chief of
Staff Lt. Gen. Efren Abu, current Philippine Army
chief.
“We must be able to protect our youth from
recruitment into underground organizations just as we
must protect them from the scourge of drugs.
Political institutions are being used as platforms for
dissent bordering on sedition and civil disobedience.
The labor and transport sectors are being subjected to
day-to-day agitation,” the President said.
“Intelligence reports show growing links between
the (Philippine) revolutionary left and international
terrorist organizations. We must meet this threat
internally and externally with allies,” she said.
The Philippine Guardians Brotherhood Inc. (PGBI),
for its part also yesterday lashed at the Arroyo
administration, accusing the government of fanning
destabilization plots to divert public attention from
corruption allegations against the military.
“Government propagandists should not divert our
people’s sense of outrage and dismay from the
reported corruption and coverup now haunting the
DND (Department of National Defense) and AFP
leaderships,” PGBI spokesman Ernesto Macahiya said.
Hitting out, the PGBI spokesman stressed the
Arroyo administration has no one to blame except itself
for its failure to live to its promises of a “strong
republic”.
Instead of reforms, abuses were committed, he
said.
“Truly, the Palace is becoming increasingly isolated
from mainstream society as the ghosts it creates are
the ones giving it its nightmares. Indeed, from the
promise of a strong republic, the administration has
become a government of food coupons for the poor,
while mansions and secret bank accounts for top
government/police/DND/AFP officials. There are
luxurious cars for generals but low-quality boots,
helmets and firearms for soldiers and police,”
Macahiya pointed out.
The civilian- and police- and military-based PGBI,
which boasts of about one million members nationwide,
is headed by Honasan.

“Senator Honasan and I are often together visiting
our various chapters all over the country and helping
them with their livelihood projects,” Macahiya said, in
downplaying reports the PGBI is engaged in a fresh
destabilization plot.
He, however, admitted the PGBI is continuing with
its expansion but now focusing on “quality” members,
not on “quantity”.
At the same time, Macahiya revealed the ongoing
“cleansing” within their ranks of suspected government
deep penetration agents (DPAs).
“Even as we continue to expand and strengthen
internal discipline, we are building up new quality
leaders—disciplined, respected and professional—in
their respective fields or communities, including local
government officials—mayors, congressmen—nongovernment organization leaders, retired and active
police and soldiers who constitute the bulk of our
members and who believe in our vision of reforms and
are enthusiastically joining our ranks,” he claimed.
With Sherwin C. Olaes
[END QUOTING]
Previously this year we made the case that
President Arroyo could use the counsel of her late
father, the respected President Diosdal
Macapagal. She could put Filipinos’ needs first
and address the real issues or she could end up in
a very untenable position, now identified as the
“weakest president in Asia” by the Heritage
Foundation. Let there be no misunderstanding,
GMA now finds herself between a rock and a very
hard place. This is probably best spelled out in
the writing of Teodoro Benigno which follows.
[QUOTING:]
GMA—WHITHER?
HOW MUCH LONGER?
The Philippine Star
By Teodoro C. Benigno
Yes, President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo has
indeed ordered the immediate court-martial of Maj.
Gen. Carlos Garcia. No, I don’t believe the lady is
serious. Yes she said the “interest of justice and due
process must be served to the satisfaction of people
and the soldiery”. No, I don’t think she meant what
she said. Yes, the president promises a goddarn lot.
No, those promises don’t mean much, for that matter
anything. Yes, she has developed a SONA (State of
the Nation address) syndrome. No, those SONAs are
simply the mirror of a split personality, better still a
headless chicken running round and round the mulberry
tree.
Harsh words? No, they ring very true,
particularly these days when armed with enormous
presidential power; she doesn’t use this power. She
wastes it.
And if you ask around these days, even many of
what used to be her flock of ardent supporters (a
prominent Taipan for instance) are beginning to lose
hope. And most of the people I have talked with these
past days are wringing their hands, wondering what
ever happened to “that little lady” who they thought
had the big, creative, resourceful and dynamic brains
to deliver the country from filth—moral and material—
so awesome it crawls on our skin like an endless army
of worms.
The court-martial of General Carlos Garcia, who
as AFP comptroller under five Armed Forces of the
Philippines chiefs of staff, looted the people’s money
with more verve, with more gall, more cheek, more
effrontery, than the dictator himself? If he hadn’t
been caught, this general, with more calluses on his
thieving hands than a Pier 7 stevedore, would have
gone on and on. And it would have gone on and on
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with the president pretending to be blind and deaf, and
a cabal of generals close to her stuffing their bags
with the kind of loot that even the ancient Mongol
emperors would envy.
So what do I think? What do many Filipinos
think?
Yes, the court-martial will indeed proceed. But
this is just show to mollify an outraged populace, a
Harry Houdini performance of now-you-see-and-nowyou don’t. It will be dragged and dragged like a slow
camel pack through the Gobi desert. The desert dogs
will bark and howl, but that’s all they can do, bark and
howl. Eventually, the camel pack bogs down. But
even before it bogs down, thunderclaps will rain from
the sky.
Something will happen like General Carlos Garcia
getting “terminally ill”, dying or disappearing under
mysterious circumstances, poisoned maybe or an
induced heart attack maybe, or simply terminated in
another rigged event. Easy. The NPA guerrillas will
be blamed. Or a camarilla of supposedly young,
idealistic officers—mercenaries actually—will gun him
down like a dog. General Garcia knows his goose is
cooked.
And now he plots, they plot, seeking a way out of
this accursed wilderness of political, social and
economic dynamite.
Otherwise if General Garcia testifies, talks, tells
the truth, the whole truth and nothing er but the truth,
the Establishment will be blown skyhigh. Names not
only of prominent generals close to GMA will be
dragged into the open. What is more, what is even
more lethal and explosive, is that equally prominent
politicians, Malacanang, some former presidents, who
may have profited handsomely from military scams,
past and present will be thrown into the mire, squealing
and oinking like the pigs they are.
The government will then theoretically collapse.
This has to be prevented at all costs. In an earlier
column I predicted GMA and her covey of consenting,
cohabiting, colluding generals—actually her main
support system—would resort to something like a state
of national emergency or martial rule, a la Marcos.
The military anyway had always spat in the face
of civilian rule. This is why the two or three
congressional “inquiries” we all witnessed on television
dismally failed. You could feel this military contempt,
this abhorrence, this loathing for politicians. “Who are
you to investigate me?” the cornered general (and the
surrounding brass) must have told himself. “You are
even bigger thieves, the whole lot of you. You call
each other Your Honor, when you all deserve to be
lined up before a firing squad.”
I can well understand General Garcia’s seething
scorn and revulsion. Two committees of the House
had no moral authority to investigate him. They too
were guilty as hell. But there they were,
grandstanding, posturing, pontificating, when all they
had done during the decades was poison and pollute
the republic with perks, pork barrel and piracy,
emphasis on pork barrel, the revolting manure that
keeps our rotten politics very much alive.
Okay, so they were and all are thieves. So what
does our commander-in-chief do? I don’t think she
knows right now exactly what she is going to do. She
has been named by Heritage Foundation, a
conservative U.S. think thank, as the “weakest
president” in Asia. Again, just two days ago,
Transparency International dropped the stink bomb the
Philippines is the 11th most corrupt country in the world
(with her in mind, I would imagine).
Her name is now synonymous with disorder, strife,
havoc. Even corruption. How can she survive? The
political capital she regained when she triumphed
during the May 10 presidential elections she frittered
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away during her First One-Hundred Days. Even much
earlier, she sought the comfort, refuge and security of
top military and police generals when she could have
electrified the nation by slitting their throats and those
of her political contemporaries. Like smelly camels,
they got their nose into the tent a long time ago. Their
bodies immediately followed spewing urine, dung, and
other excreta.
How restore integrity in our political in process?
How introduce law and order? How clean up a
government so crooked with the jaws of an alligator,
the appetite of a pack of orangutans, and the
profligate habits of an Arabian harem?
Honestly, I don’t know. I thought I knew before.
That’s why I conceptualized Freedom Force, then
proceeded slambang into the setting up of BANGON!
I figured the Filipino people, particularly civil society
and the middle class, would get so outraged and
incensed, so fed up, they would rise like the hordes of
Robespierre, Marat, and Danton, the starving masses
of Paris in 1789 and slay the dragon of the entrenched
monarchy of Louis XVI. They haven’t risen yet.
We have no Robespierre, no Marat, no Danton.
In a recent conversation with a top foreign diplomat,
we went deep on why the Philippines could not
produce an opposition with giants, with heroes, with
men “who can match our forests and our valleys”.
The last one was Ninoy Aquino, and nobody followed
in his footsteps. The answer, rather my answer.
Vide: We have a meek and marshmallow culture
resistant to change, resistant to progress, borne aloft
more by the boozy redemptive mystic of a Roman
Catholic religion gone haywire, than the lofty peaks of
reason and logic, science and technology. We
Filipinos are alien to a fast changing world seeking the
refuge of modern education, the fat, bulging
storehouses of a modern economy where hunger and
poverty would disappear.
And so again whither GMA?
In another conversation with a Filipino-Chinese
tycoon who had previously supported GMA but was
now downhearted, he feared to look at the future
because all he would see was shambles. GMA cannot
hack it, he said. Now even the leaders of the
business community have summoned the courage to
demand that GMA adopt an active and effective
population control program. They supported GMA
enthusiastically during the elections.
Will she? Will she have the nerve, the moxie to
defy the Roman Catholic Church which continues to
insist only the “rhythm method” can be practiced by
Catholics? I doubt it very much. A devout Catholic
herself, GMA stands in awe of the Church. And so
do many Filipino politicians who feel that if they
challenge the Church on the population issue, they
would topple for from their perches and break into
twigs.
So there we are, a country seemingly checkmated
and stalemated, up against evil forces we can’t seem
to control, a stunted dwarf seeking to bring down a
towering oak with a puny knife. Puny, that’s it.
Everything about us is puny. We talk big but we don’t
have a club. We seek the stars but we are the bullthroated frogs trapped in a deep well and unable to
jump out. We are Don Quixote personified tilting with
the windmills. We go to the wars riding a fleabitten
Rocinante. We have a slingshot not a bazooka. We
punch a mattress of straw and it doesn’t give at all.
I am afraid GMA cannot last. In two years time
or less she could fall under the weight of screaming
irate forces of the citizenry virtually hobbled by the
rising prices of oil, electricity, prime commodities,
walled in by hunger, a swollen population that could
soar into 160 million Filipinos in 20 years, yes. And
then there are the Fates and the Furies that history

summons every now and then to roil a persecuted
humanity, bring out its claws and its fangs and sink
these into tyranny.
We all have suffered this tyranny long enough.
Anybody for a revolutionary government, the heart of
which is honor and integrity?
[END QUOTING]
A government based on honor and integrity?
Now that would be “revolutionary” and without
need of any force to accomplish if Filipinos would
simply get behind an “honesty in government” type
of movement such as former Senator Tatad
suggests. Along the way, some restitution might be
in order. An inside look at the functioning of
institutional corruption in government is provided
by the wife of Major General Garcia. What do
you think: Is it much different for the wives of
other high-ranking, longstanding military officers?
[QUOTING:]
WIFE’S STATEMENT DID GEN. GARCIA IN
The Philippine Star
By Jarius Bondoc
The AFP [Armed Forces of the Philippines] has
confirmed my query Wednesday morning on Sapol ni
Jarius Bondoc (DWIZ daily, 8-10 a.m.). Intruders did
break into the Camp Aguinaldo quarters of Maj. Gen.
Carlos Garcia days before he was charged with
corruption and gross misconduct. The military police
incident report did not state if anything of value was
taken. But neighbors at the officers’ row murmur that
P10 million in cash and jewelry supposedly was looted.
Too, that two prominent 1971 PMA [Philippine Military
Academy] classmates were the first to rush to the
scene. And that since then, Garcia moved his many
sleek cars out of camp.
Garcia had just got home when he found it
ransacked. He reportedly phoned his mistahs for help
and only later called in the camp police. Hours before
in Baguio, Garcia was feted to a testimonial parade at
the PMA camp for his impending retirement age 56
Nov. 18. Little did he know the Ombudsman already
was hot on the trail of his alleged millions of pesos in
undeclared wealth.
For a general receiving P35,000 [$700] a month
pay, stashing P10 million is incredible. But after
verification that Garcia withdrew P19 Million from the
AFP thrift bank and P13 Million from and Army
cooperative two to four days after his suspension, one
can just imagine what hoard is hidden somewhere.
There are also reports that Garcia and family had
cleared out cash from 15 accounts in two banks before
the Anti-Money Laundering Council froze their assets
last week. Too, that 45 other vehicles registered in
their names are parked in places yet unknown.
Such reports lend credence to the account of Mrs.
Clarita Garcia about their source of wealth. The
account, sworn to and signed by her in San Francisco
on June 4, 2004, served as basis to check the
general’s assets. Here it is, in full and unedited:
“I, Clarita D. Garcia, date of birth December 3,
1950, swear that the following statements are true and
correct to the best of my knowledge.
“On or about December 19, 2003, I instructed my
sons Juan Paulo D. Garcia and Ian Carl D. Garcia to
bring cash in the amount of $100,000 into the U.S.
from our home in the Philippines. I told both my sons
to declare the money when entering the U.S. The
money was to be used as earnest money toward a
down payment for a condominium in New York City
where my son Timothy would live while going to
school. Timothy was paying rent in the amount of
$3,000 per month to rent an apartment. My son Juan
Paulo told me he didn’t declare the money because, ‘It
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was too much hassle.’ I always declare the money
when I bring it into the U.S. I declared the money in
1993, in 1995 when I had a medical operation. I
declared $100,000 on December 17, 2003. I also
declared $200,000 in January 2003. My son Juan
Paulo is a risk taker and is very spoiled.
“Source of Funds:
“My family’s income is from four sources, two
corporations, a daycare school and my husband’s job
as Two Star General in the Philippine military. My
family has an 80 percent interest in the two
corporations and we may earn a monthly income
equivalent to US$8,000. The day-care school brings in
more money, perhaps $10,000 per month. However,
based on the Philippine tax laws regarding both the
corporations and daycare school, we are allowed to
declare zero income. The income received from
these businesses was not reported as a basis for tax
liability. The two corporations IJT MANGO
ORCHARD, INC:. and IJT KATAMNAN CORP.
were incorporated on March 22, 2002.
“My husband Carlos Garcia (Two Star General in
the Armed Forces) was assigned to the Comptrollers
Office until April 4, 2004. He receives a salary that
is declared as income for tax purposes. In addition,
Carlos receives travel money and expenses in excess
of several thousands of dollars. I often travel with my
husband on business and my travel, expenses and
shopping money in excess of US$10,000 to $20,000 is
provided to me. He also receives cash for travel and
expenses from the businesses that are awarded
contracts for military hardware. These businesses are
in Europe and Asia. He also receives gifts and
gratitude money from several Philippine companies that
are awarded military contracts to build roads, bridges
and military housing.
“As the comptroller, my husband handles all budget
for the armed forces. My husband prepared the
budget for the armed forces based on the requests
from each branch of the military. The budget is sent
to the Secretary of National Defense and it is sent to
the Senate for approval. The Armed Forces
Committee reviews the each contractor’s bids. Once
the bids are approved and the review committee has
checked out the companies, my husband is the final
signature for funding the contracts. The expense
money, gratitude money and shopping money is not
declared as income.
“My husband will always thank the person that
provides the gratitude. If someone stops by the house
with a gift or gratitude, my husband insists that their
name and telephone number be taken so they may be
called and personally thanked. As the wife of a
general, I am afforded several privileges including a
4,000-gallon per month gasoline allowance, security
detail and five drivers. I have a military cook that also
provides piano music upon request.
“My husband’s position in the Armed Forces is
one of privilege. The gratitude monies that he
receives is common and unsolicited. Contracted
companies and personnel from the different branches
of the armed services are grateful for my husband’s
assistance and timely payments for contracted work.
In addition, I provided Agent Van Dyke with a four
page handwritten statement that explains my husband’s
job and our additional source of funds.” [End of
article; no further comment from Mr. Bondoc.]
[END QUOTING]
Thus we return to the question: Who will act
in honor, with dignity and USE The Magnificent
Solution? Will GMA pull the fat from the fire?
Will the people’s vigilance and insistence on good
government lead to another solution (without need
for violence)?
One thing seems certain:
“Something’s gotta give.”
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Strong Spiritual Medicine:
No Saviors On The Way
10/18/04—#1 (18-63)
MON., Oct. 18, 2004 9:10 A.M. YR 18, DAY 63
Manila, Philippines
RE: SPIRITUAL REMINDERS; SAVING ASSES IS
“NOT” AN OPTION—NO “SAVIORS” ON
WAY—GCH/D
* * *
REVISIT, REVISIT—ENDLESS REVISITING
No matter what we do or say it seems that one
response brings forth myriad trials at “debate” or, more
probably, “arguments”.
I do not seem to find better ways of offering
TRUTH of factual “way it is” than to keep repeating,
revisiting an issue, and/or offering an obvious fact
presented by others so that “I” am not the party to
question. YOUR SPIRITUAL JOURNEY IS
“YOURS”. I can only present that which I KNOW
to be TRUTH and you must discern that which you
will depending on from where you come, who and
what you are, and by all means, with functional brain
and more important, MIND.
You have been lied to so extensively and for so
long that you seem to have no “reason”, “logic” or
ability to discern properly, left in your arsenal of
ongoing “fixit” tools.
I could offer you TRUTH in dozens of religious
proverbs, text jokes and/or right back to the “books of
wisdom” of any TEACHER who has deciphered
TRUTH but will you be satisfied? Perhaps so and
perhaps not: IT IS YOUR PREROGATIVE TO
CHOOSE.
Therefore, since this day is already overloaded I
shall keep the output to minimum “pick-up” as is
possible while sharing that which seems to “touch you”
as you conjure and ponder on your place and purpose
in this universe and no, I did not say “downtown
anywhere”.
I am going to again take out of sequence some of
Little Crow’s observations as we have worked them
through in counsel. I think that if we start this one at
the end of his writing chapters, we can gain your
better attention.
***
QUOTING: SACRED HILL WITHIN, Little Crow,
Chapters 12 & 13:
“There are no outs, no scapegoats, no fall
guys, no more saviors to die for us. Now, it is
down to just us, you and me. We did it and we
have to clean it up, stop it, change it, or let it go
on as it is. No one, and I mean no one, is going
to come down from anywhere and save our
asses.” [LC]
[H: I suggest that if you don’t like these
“white” apples that you can do one of two things:
1. Read on and find some information of which
you are obviously unaware, about which you are
uninformed, or working under incorrect
assumptions, or, 2. Toss the paper in that dump
“file” and remain ignorant by intent which

equates to “uninformed” at least, “stupidly
narrow” regarding the WHOLE of “living”, OR
perhaps both. Perhaps you only need a nudging
REMINDER.]
SACRED HILL WITHIN
CHAPTER 12
RED AND BLUE DAYS
In many cultures, there is an idea of an “ending
time” heralding some other catastrophic event. Many
people seem to need some prophetic words shared
with them so they will appear knowledgeable and can
give explanations about what they think is happening
in the world. Most of us are not Hopis, but we have
become invasive enough of the Hopi world view to
find out about their prophecies. Even though many of
us have our own “good book” that talks about the
ending times, we search out the prophecies of other
cultures. Perhaps it is because we want a different
ending, something with some hope. We want hope
for us dastardly fools who have not lived a righteous
life but would still like to think about going to heaven.
We keep thinking there must be some prophecy
somewhere that says it won’t be “the judgment” that
determines if we get to where we are going, but it will
be our own belief and our own conduct, in accordance
with our accountability.
The other day I read in the paper about a father
who bought a new gun and as he was showing it to
his daughter, it went off and killed her. I remember
in combat training, when we began to throw hand
grenades there was always a fear that somebody
would drop one or not throw it in the proper way and
it would fall short and explode. There were stories
about artillery round falling short onto our own people.
We call it friendly fire. Most of the time when we
don’t know what we’re doing, we have a tendency to
be a loose cannon in danger of blowing up our own
side. When we think we know something and we
begin to talk about it or try to explain it, we do more
damage than good. So, in this idea of the red and blue
days, the ending times, there is always a thing called
SILENCE, knowing when to speak and when to be
quiet, knowing when to say something and when not
to. It is hoped that the decision to keep still is not out
of fear but out of knowledge.
My prophecies said the ending time, the red and
blue days, began in 1987 and we have been going on
ever since. [H: Please note our counting at the
top of this writing and you will find that we began
that counting, year one, on August 17, 1987.]
The ending time means things change, people realize
they are changing. I have shared with you about life
and death and that our old ones said that when the
Moon and the Sun turn color it is the ending time.
Further relating the duality of that thinking, they said
that each time our ignorance and egos are reduced by
one iota and we become cognizant of our humility and
aware of our connection and accountability, our life
has begun and ended. We are talking about the red
and blue days, the ending time, the prophecy, the
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cosmic duality that exists in the Dakota/Lakota world
view and the idea that we die with each breath.
Every time we take a breath we die. We live in a
continual state of spirituality because each breath is a
new life. Our previous life has gone; we take in air
and give ourselves new life. In that new life, we have
a bit more knowledge than we had before by having
an opportunity to look around and see new things.
Everything changes in the breath of a moment, so
everything we see is new. With each breath we are
a new person and there is nothing that remains of us
from one breath to the next. Is it any wonder, then,
that we don’t know how to respond when people say,
“You somehow seem different.” You bet I’m
different. It’s a whole new life, a whole new me, a
whole different circumstance. The old me is gone,
vanished, disappeared. Yet we carry around and
recreate old hurts and hates for centuries. We go to
our so-called graves, our place in the ground or our
puff of smoke in the air carrying the old garbage, the
old guilt, the old pain, the old hurts, the old memories
when all that is necessary to be free of that is to
recognize our spirituality and the power invested in us
by the Mother-Father Creator, or whatever name we
wish to give that authority.
The end of the world comes at the end of every
breath. We live and die with each breath. With each
breath we are given new life, unlimited opportunity.
With each breath we have increased our knowledge
and decreased our ego. Some of you may have
trouble grasping that idea and it is difficult because it
means we have to be accountable every time we take
a breath. Each time we breathe, we have to think
about what we are going to say, what we are going
to do, how we are going to act, where our thoughts
are leading and what our thoughts are about. That can
be difficult to accept and apply with the patterns of
our own beliefs. We want some other guarantee,
something that helps us understand. We always want
to understand something. Understanding indicates we
are standing on something that is beneath us. What
is under us is the foundation of what we believe; our
faith. If our foundation, our faith, is shaky then
understanding is impossible. Faith is only a tool, a key,
a focal point. It doesn’t promise anything. It doesn’t
guarantee anything. It is just faith.
With each breath we are working on attaining
humility, reducing the ego. People confuse that with
being humble. We attach negative connotations to the
word humble, just as we do when we hear the word
give, when we hear the world share, when we hear the
word community. In California there is a proposition,
a law, called 187 which concerns illegal immigration.
In the vocabulary and vernacular of law enforcement,
187 is murder, 187 is homicide. When I first heard
about that particular proposition, my thought was that
it had something to do with killing someone or,
perhaps, it was that those who had written the
proposition were dead because they had no feeling.
They were tapped out both financially and spiritually.
It seems we can no longer feed the tired, the hungry,
the poor, the wretched masses yearning to breathe
free, so why not tear down the statue in New York
harbor, haul it off to sea and sink it because its
premise is no longer valid. Of course, I think it would
be a great idea if aliens and illegals went home. Now
somebody will assume from that statement that I
dislike white people. Not so. From my perspective,
anybody in this country who isn’t an Indian is an alien.
If you are not indigenous to this continent, feel free to
get your raggedy butt home. Get on a boat, get on a
plane, take a magic carpet, use the freeway, just get
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on back.
We, as indigenous people are familiar with the
ending times, the red and blue days. We have had to
live with them for five centuries. Recently, I was
again reading how in the 1800s and early 1900s, the
Catholic Church launched its great crusade to gain
control of the mission and government contract
schools. It even manipulated the Supreme Court.
Teddy Roosevelt was very supportive of the Catholic
Church, as were various cabinet members. The
church managed to get treaty money, along with
money from other resources held by Indians, used for
the maintenance of their schools. We are supposed to
be a non-sectarian government but that continues to
this day. The schools that send those little maps and
calendars are Catholic and only exist because of
money originally taken from Indian people to pay for
them. The Catholics were paid with Indian money to
maintain the contracts for the government schools and
to keep them going. During that time, Protestantism
struggled to maintain its position in America and we
became very anti-Catholic. Protestantism had held its
sway for a long time, but it began to lose its power
over its children, the Indians. Once again, Indian
people became the key figures in the struggle for
control. The souls of Indian people became the
bartering point over who would maintain the schools
and for how long. We don’t teach those things in
school because we don’t consider it significant that we
took a people’s monies, that we didn’t—and still
don’t—acknowledge a people’s treaties and we
continue to violate them at every opportunity. What
difference does it make? They are only Indians, just
simple children. The idea prevalent at the time was
that it was necessary to kill the Indian to save the
man. Killing the Indian meant removing us from our
tribalism and our communalism. Killing the Indian
meant we had to be assimilated and our culture
destroyed.
So, the red and blue days have always been
significant to us as indigenous people. We still struggle
for the freedom to practice our world views. I have
been asked what keeps Indian people still hoping they
are going to be treated with any kind of fairness when
this nation has continually worked towards their
removal and complete destruction. The answer is hope
and humor. If we didn’t have humor, we would not
have been able to survive. We need the ability to
laugh at the difficulty, the reality and the cruelty of life.
And what is hope? Knowing that there will be people
who will not let the end, whatever it might be, happen
in their time. When George Seifert was coach of the
San Francisco 49ers, he said he was in an organization
that does not think about losing. He said that any
coach who comes to the team does not want to be
known as the coach that goes out a loser. No one
wants to be known as the coach responsible for ending
the dynasty. Oren Lyons, the Faithkeeper of the
Onondaga people, says that every generation must see
itself as being accountable for those generations that
follow and not let the world end in their time. Do not
let it end in your time. Do not be the contributing
factor that flushes us down the drain.
When we talk about the ending times, we talk
about gaining knowledge. Learning is a process of
remembering, remembering who and what we are.

We all dream. Dreaming is the little microdots that
we implanted on our life script tape when we were in
a spiritual context, so that we might remember
something when we were living in this lifetime as a
human being. We are a collection of consciousnesses.
We have each lived thousands and thousands of times
and we have had billions of microdots on our life
script. We forget what is permanently etched on the
tape of life that we carry within our collective
consciousness, so we have dreams. Imagine your
collective consciousness if, say, you’ve lived 186,000
lifetimes. Think of all those collective consciousnesses
and all of those dreams on those microdots that you
have put on that tape. No wonder there are people
who hear voices. We should all hear a lot of voices.
We all have multiple personalities and they are all
based on our needs. That’s knowledge and that’s part
of the ending time. Part of the ending time is when
we can begin to realize that what we are doing here
on this Earth is trying to satisfy our needs. We are
trying to meet our needs, whatever they are.
What the red and the blue days, the ending time,
and the prophecies are saying is that we need to start
over again. There needs to be a time when we can
begin to think differently about ourselves. All of the
legislation, all of the congressional acts that are passed
and the laws that are put on the books are not going
to change us. What changes us is how we feel about
ourselves, starting with yourself. If you can by the
slightest figment of your imagination see yourself, as
well as everything else, as being sacred, your life will
change. And, as your life changes, the world changes
and the world for the person next to you changes. It
becomes like that, one thing helping the other by
example. As you have been sitting there, your life has
changed with every breath you’ve taken. Your life
has begun, it has ended, and it has begun again. You
know more than you knew when you sat down. It’s
that simple.
The red and blue days, the ending time, means the
removal of blindness, the symbolic gaining of
knowledge with each breath. With every breath you
see something you didn’t see the moment before.
Your wisdom has increased, your ego has been
reduced and you retain a sense of humility in
recognizing your connectedness to all things. You are
connected to everything in the universe. Our holy
people said when you can see that occurring in your
life you are walking on the red road, the spiritual path.
You don’t have to be Dakota/Lakota; the spiritual path
is there for anybody. It’s the same path for
everybody, just interpreted a little differently. It goes
to the same place. So, after each breath you can say
to yourself, “I’ve gained in my knowledge, my wisdom,
and I have hopefully reduced my ego. I know I am
on that sacred path to God.” Whatever it is, to
whatever form your God takes, you are on that path
whether you know it or not, because you breathe.
You all breathe. You are all on that path and while
you’re on that path just remember, in this time you are
important, you are critical. Each of you is equal in
your importance to the universe and to those things
which the universe is about.
Each of you is sacred and in that sacredness, you
have accountability. Remember that. Remember your
accountability to see that the world does not end in
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your time. You have the power to do that. Don’t let
it happen in your time and remember that everything
you do, every breath you take, is not for yourself but
for all your relations.
***
CHAPTER 13
SYMBOLISM AND THE WORLD
“Never before have we, as human beings,
questioned so strongly or for so long the matters
of our spirit. We have indeed launched ourselves
upon a journey of faith—a journey that will
ultimately emerge within the vastness of our own
inner universe coming to rest at the base of all
beginnings and endings, the sacred hill within.”
We live in a world of symbols. We share a
symbolic relationship with the Creator, the MotherFather. We are created of it. We are, symbolically,
the representation of the Mother-Father God in the
physical form, in the human form. We are the living
representation of the Creator, as are the trees, the
rocks, the plants and the animals. They breathe and
they are the living representation of the creative
energy, the Mother-Father God, in that symbolic form.
All of those things together make up the gigantic puzzle
of existence, of life.
As we look at nature and see its struggle to
recapture itself, to recapture its dignity, it becomes a
symbol of the struggle that goes on within each of us,
the struggle to find balance and a way to feel good
with what is going on in our lives and in the lives of
those around us. Nature shows us how we are to
live. Nature shows us an acceptance of what is. We,
unfortunately, do not seem to want to work that way.
For some reason, we want to be more than we are.
We are encouraged to be things that we are not. The
confusions which seemingly control our lives are based
upon mythical limitations and the implantation of
concepts early on in each of our lives that we, as we
find ourselves, are unworthy and unacceptable to God
or whoever unless we become perfect.
In the stories in my Oral Tradition, we can see
symbols of what we once were and of what we once
had the ability to do. We once had the ability to fly,
to communicate with all things, to walk in spirit and to
exist in a spiritual way. Then came a time when we
lost that ability and we see the symbols there, too—
the symbols of impatience and lack of faith, frustration
and hatred, judgment and finger pointing; symbols of
deterioration, of regression and aggression, symbols of
things which are out of balance.
As we read the newspapers and listen to the
news, we see and hear a symbolic message. A
mother stabs her children to death because she thinks
the world is coming to an end. How ironic. If the
world is ending, what purpose does it serve to take the
life of her children? It serves none but her own need
and her own fear. Each one of us is responsible and
accountable for every act, word, thought or deed that
we initiate and send forth into the universe. We are
accountable for every thought that we have had since
we woke up this morning. Be assured that it will
make itself known somewhere along the way, not as
a matter of punishment but as a realization that nothing
escapes its sacred responsibility—not a haphazard
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glance, not a passing thought or comment—for we are
all spiritually accountable. We are the physical
representation of the Mother-Father Creator.
Symbols are all around us. Each time we see a
child, we see a symbol of trust and love, a symbol of
the determination and tenacity of the human spirit to
return again and again to somehow find a way to bring
balance to a world gone mad. Each time we see a
mountain, each time we see a rock, we see a symbol
of those things which last forever. Each time we see
an animal, a four legged or a winged, we are
reminded of those things which have lived with us and
provided for us since the beginning of creation. In my
office, I have a picture I clipped out of a magazine of a
young boy who has no arms or legs. He has prostheses
yet he plays ball, he swims, and he plays soccer. When
I think I’ve got problems in my life, I just look over at
his picture and I realize I don’t have any problems.
That’s my perception; that’s my perspective. That’s my
own need to see something that symbolically reminds me
that life isn’t too bad for me.
A symbolic sign of the times is that the Bible is
being rewritten to refer to God as the Mother-Father.
A symbolic sign of the times is that Jesus will be
referred to as the Human Being. In the many
languages of indigenous people across this land, we
are called the Human Beings. Since our inception, we
have referred to ourselves as the Human Beings. In
the genesis that occurred when we went West across
the Bering Straits to carry the message of brotherhood
and healing, love, peace and balance that we shared
with all nations, we told them that there would be
Human Beings that would come among them. We
traveled from the tip of the Arctic to the end of the
Antarctic sharing these ideas. It didn’t happen the
other way. No one came here. It happened in
reverse. You might ask, “How can you make a
statement like that? How can you prove that?” It’s
a symbolic statement and just as plausible as what is
taught in school.
If you wish to live, to survive, become aware of
the Earth and begin to take care of it for the sake of
those who come after you. People talk about saving
the world, but we cannot save the world. The world,
the Earth, doesn’t need us to save it. It will save
itself. We can do a little bit of this and a little bit of
that, but the Earth will just ignore us. It can outlast
us. We fight the oil spills but the Earth and oceans
will eventually dissolve them, given enough time. The
mountains will grow again when the houses slide down
after “the big one”. But let’s face it, we are not really
concerned about the Earth, about the oceans and the
mountains, the wetlands and the marshes. We are
worried about us, as individuals. We are worried that
we’re going to run out of air, out of ground, out of
food and water. We are afraid of dying. We are
afraid we’re going to run out of faith and we want
something that gives us a guarantee. Well, we are our
own best guarantee. Realize that if we find balance
within ourselves, everything we do will affect
everything else in accordance with that. We can only
change ourselves, individually. Everything else has its
own accountability.
Symbolism and the world around us means to
recognize the symbols in the perpetuation of an idea
that says, “As a female, you must be subservient

because the word of God said so and, therefore, we
males can treat you any way we want. You are
second class, you do not count, you are not special,
you are not equal.” How can women support that
type of dogma, one wonders, and at the same time say
they want their place in the marketplace, in the
business world, in the home, or in the political arena?
They go back time after time, Sunday after Sunday,
and hear that they are not equal and that they have
been relegated to a role of servitude. They support
that position when they say they can’t leave the
situation they are in or they can’t escape this or that.
The world is made up of a mosaic of human
beings, each of us believing whatever we believe and
attempting to function at a level of compatibility that
shows we have some kind of behavioral responsibility
towards one another. We need to respect women and
teach our young people to respect women and
themselves. We need to teach them that each young
man is feminine as well as masculine, and that each
young woman is masculine as well as feminine.
Women are the core of the spiritual strength of the
family. This lifetime, if you come back as a woman,
you are the spiritual strength, the spiritual core. You
are the voice of God, the Mother-Father Creator.
What more do you want? What more is there? Once
we recognize that and see the feminine energy within
ourselves, then we can talk at the same level. Who
is it easier to talk to, your husband or another woman?
Who is it easier to talk to, another man or your wife?
Your wife gets exasperating because she keeps asking
the same questions. You just think she forgot. Not
so, kemo sabe. We, in our masculine energy, become
frustrated because of the feminine energy’s expectation
of finding some resource in the masculine symbol.
When the feminine energy discovers that the masculine
symbol crumbles, it gets disappointed and the
masculine symbol gets frustrated with the expectations
that are placed upon it. Expectations; a symbol of our
times.
What does God expect of you? What do you
think the Mother-Father Creator expects of you? Are
you up to the task? People ask time and time again,
“What am I doing here? What’s it all about?” You
are here to breathe. You are here to breathe and give
life to all things through your sacred breath. That’s it.
Your sacred breath gives life to everything—to me, to
the plants, to the universe, to those things above and
below the sea. You are sacred; you are special; you
are spiritual; you are holy. You are all those things
and none of those things. You are all of those things
and you are one thing.
As this is being written, we are in the time of the
long night, the time of falling star, when we tell some
of the creation stories involving the star system and the
universe, the constellations, how what is mirrored above
is mirrored below and how we follow those things in
the traditional ways that we were given. The symbols
that were spoken at the time they were given to us
said there will come a time when some people will
attempt to diminish our beliefs and we will not be able
to follow the stars in the way in which we were
instructed. Instead, we will be encouraged to do other
things. At that time, the world will be upon its knees
and the ending time will have begun but don’t dismay,
the Sun will return. Don’t make too much of it
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though, it might look like a buffalo. Don’t make too
much of it because people will attempt to exploit it
again, as the world exploits all suns who bring a
message, all sons and daughters who are prophetic and
bring a message.
We have continued to dance and pray and the
buffalo has returned and all of our relatives have come
home. You are different colors but you are the
relatives we were told to dance home. We have
danced you home and we do not see whites or blacks,
Asians, reds or greens, Catholics, Jews, protestants,
Christians or Buddhists. You are all human beings.
You are here and we are saying to you that all you
need to do is recognize your sacredness. The rest will
take care of itself.
In the three segments of the Oral Tradition, as I
was instructed, we were told that a spiritual core dwells
within all things of creation. That spiritual energy and
spiritual core is symbolically represented by those
things of creation that we can see, as well as those
things we cannot see, those things that must be taken
on faith. Each one of us has a different degree of
faith based upon our life experience. One reason we
find life so difficult is because we are often dealing
with people who do not operate at the same levels of
faith as we do. So be mindful, be aware, see the
signs, recognize the symbolic meaning of those things
which you observe.
You are my relatives and I encourage you to pray
for everyone except yourself. I encourage you to
realize, in your sacredness and holiness and in your
wisdom; that the person next to you is praying for you.
You are included in the prayers of all of those within
the circle of life. You are encouraged to step back
from your egos and address the sense of humility that
God, the Mother-Father Creator, has presented to us
through the breath of life. In that breath, the things
that we do are not for ourselves but for all of our
relations.
Mitak.
***
As a closing thought I would ask that each of you
who have any questions AT ALL regarding “what’s
it really about?”, go back and study these chapters
very carefully. I find that the desire for discussion is
truly only a PRETENSE at “not understanding” in
order to pursue your own opinions and misperceptions.
It is all very simple indeed and it takes no more than
the innocent openness of a child—not rocket science,
to comprehend and understand ALL OF IT.
It only takes you and God, friend, and all the
pretending otherwise and hopping about the planet or
the universe, to find yourself, makes not a whit of
difference—JUST YOU AND GOD! (You can call
him/her anything you choose.)
You can argue with me until that proverbial freeze
in you-know-where—BUT I HAVE BEEN THERE
AND DONE THAT, and I know the way while I find
that so many of you are on a wheel of searching,
choosing, denying and outright lying to yourself and
others as to make your points of absurdities seem to
have no sense or reason. It just doesn’t sell here, my
friends, where we have nothing at all to sell in return.
What IS—IS.
GCH
dharma
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Walking On While The
World Spins More Crazed
10/23/04—#1 (18-68)
SAT., OCT. 23, 2004 8:27 A.M. YR 18, DAY 68
Manila, Philippines
RE: WE ARE ASKED FOR UPDATES RELATIVE
TO MORE PERSONAL VENTURES—WHILE
THE WORLD SPINS IN ITS MYRIAD
SCATTERED DIRECTIONS—DJE
* * *
WHY ME, US, WE OR THOU OR THEE?
This morning I don’t know why any of the above.
It certainly cannot be “me” (we) because of lack of
frustration, lack of notice of the World burning in its
hot orbit around some sun pushing off solar energy
while we kill and destroy over “OIL”! My conclusion:
We are totally nuts; as a civilization.
Are “we” somehow brave and/or daring beyond
good “reason”? I don’t think so for I certainly do
NOT feel either daring nor do I feel that we act
outside “reason” and that is based on hard evidence
while every day the alternative to our stance is shown
in most remarkable unfolding discoveries.
Every day I awaken to go over the happenings of
the day at a level where, yes indeed, we are caused
to function even in this foreign land and I want to
simply take off to Bali to the white sand beaches Mark
describes. Or perhaps to Malaysia where there is
now amnesty for illegal immigrants [but only if they
leave]. Wow, it is only that we are LEGAL and not
immigrants and so, foiled again by our call to Truth and
LAW. Never mind spewing “God” around like
scattering quicksand in the path of some “believers” or
another kind of sales pitch to suck anyone into a trap
of some kind.
I have found that “God” IS and enough said.
Righteous and RIGHT—ARE. Walking on planet
Earth as human expressions—WE “ARE”, it “IS” and
within that capsule of limitation we seek and search
THE WAY.
HAIRBRAINED IDIOTS
We have noted just about every type of “scam”,
lie and deceitful game along this journey through,
indeed, Hell and have found that TRUTH resides only
in that which is KNOWN and can be presented—yea,
even from our own presentations as published
documentation.
There is, we find, a scammer con-person or even,
yet, some manipulating person seeking his own MORE
reward in, thus far, every attempt at manifesting our
task—yea, even the holdings which after years and
years of substantial trial and error, we find TRUTH
but frustration in unlimited measure in putting out fires,
confronting outright LIES and disinformation and still
people want US to bring order, wealth, abundance,
peace and a better way—if we can outlive the crooks
chasing us and tossing grenades or scattering Daisy
Cutter bombs all about us.
I think I am most overwhelmed at the most recent

REALLY IMPORTANT (more than the other “really
important” information to share)—with the more
updated information arrived in some seventy pages of
documentation from SCALAR BEAM (WAVE)
technologist, Tom Bearden, et al.
We have written on that topic until I would have
thought there was NOTHING LEFT TO SAY. It
“IS” and it is truly amazing that the years go by and
only the BAD GUYS get the goodies while patiently
awaiting the opportunity to take the world and gain the
“slaves” while never minding the “souls”. THAT is a
no-brainer.
So, we are asking that as possible the information
be segmented into some kind of “series” presentation
while leaving room for ongoing updates on progress in
Paradise and room for those mandatory PUBLIC
NOTICES which offer TOTAL TRANSPARENCY
in all we do or attempt to do. Hindsight is truly better
than narrow vision of the moment and we can only
speculate and act on that lesson learning from
hindsight as to possibilities and probabilities into the
future; whatever that might mean.
TODAY IN “MARCOS” LAND
OF FACT AND FICTION
While the Philippine Congress is conducting
hearings to catch a thief, or 2000 of them, the humor
of the moment becomes overbearing and slapstick to
the point that the laughter is one of “black humor” and
cannot be considered soul-cleansing.
Senator Ping Lacson, a good friend and former
Philippine National Police head, tells the investigators
to go look in the mirror to find the culprits of graft and
corruption. So, he is bashed and trashed and the
“mirror shards” launched at him instead of the
billionaire players in this sick game of “destroy the
Philippines” in the name of DOLLARS.
Even the U.S. is fully into the game and it is very
difficult to see exactly who and where the cover is
tossed as to “least damage to the U.S.” but with full
inability to stop the fragments from going worldwide
as to graft and corruption—even to inferior and
worthless ammunition to the soldiers who must die in
the game.
We are not talking a “few dollars more”, readers,
and this is peanuts to the U.S. graft and corruption (try
Halliburton and Enron) and to the point that the
worthless printing of “dollars” has destroyed any sense
of VALUE in any setting. All the REAL enemy of
the people of the globe have to do is WAIT and watch
as the vipers are now sucking on their own tails not
to mention their brothers’ soft belly along with the
greedy wives of the culprits themselves. Never
overlook those greedy WIVES, including such as the
“claimed” (but was not) so-called wife of one Russell
Herman known as Vina Katherine Durham, fraud
personified. The tales are truly remarkable beyond
room to present.
The poor Presidente here has resorted to, in this
time of poverty and starvation, calling in her military
“field-commanders” and wining them on red wine and
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STEAK at the “Palace” Malacañang day before
yesterday to get a “Loyalty Test Check”.
The military “run of the mill” soldiers and good
commanders are sick and tired of the BS and the
President (and all her men) KNOW IT.
There is full blown presentation right from the
opposition’s mouth in the papers yet of replacement of
the administration under the assumption that Gloria will
“step down” and the time-line seems to be in
November sometime, or at the least by Christmas.
More games and empty threats and shouts?
Perhaps so for it has been years of this nonproductive gossip and “cleanup” promises.
Just yesterday the Palace spokesman came up
with total hogwash as Transparency International (that
London Prince Phillip cover bubble but headquartered
now in Germany) and the Heritage Institute (check
that out in Conspirator’s Hierarchy, The Committee
of 300) told that the Philippines is the 11 th most
corrupt nation on the globe and is right in there with
the worst of all in recognition of the truth of that claim.
The ones in the “worst” are also THE LIST OF
COALITION OF THE WILLING. How is that for
realistic description of this “Paradise” and her working
partners?
Now, this is not all of the garbage flinging: The
reason now given is that of the recognition of the
corruption of just two people: former President
Ferdinand Marcos (never found guilty of anything) and
former President Erap Estrada (equally mistreated but
never found guilty of ANYTHING).
And we find that somehow WE ARE
SUPPOSED TO FIX IT ALL AND ON “YOUR”
SCHEDULE AT THAT?
Do I plan to lead some stupid army while waving
a Joan of Arc flag for Country and God? No, I
certainly DO NOT.
I plan to have us present as is possible the
credentials and COURT ORDERS giving us authority
to PARTICIPATE in recognition of that which has
been placed into our keeping.
Just TODAY in the major paper there is a story:
“Marcos Riches Scam: 2 Convicted In US”.
Good go, U.S. (New York), it only took you since
1994 to nail the frauds who are two “ladies” of the
VK variety who SOLD shares in order to get back
millions of $$ when “Marcos funds would be released”
wherefrom the ladies were the signatories. They
gathered up funds even through e-mail for shares in
the returns. They live in Manhattan “uptown” in a
posh hotel room at $5,000 per month. Let’s see now,
$5,000 per month since 1994 seems to add up to
“considerable”. They were supported equally well in
all other ways in addition.
By the way, they are “ladies” (oh yes, they are
named Roberta Dupre of New York and her
accomplice, Beverly Stambaugh, of Montrose,
Colorado). My goodness! Since there are over 3
million Filipinos in the U.S. one has to assume there is
a connection to even resemble anyone with “signatory”
rights to a “Marcos” account anywhere. Moreover, it
is fraud in the highest measure because of claimed
“bank accounts”. Well, they lucked out on bank fraud
for they didn’t have any account at all, inclusive of the
“Marcos” account. We have to assume they did,
however, have their own accounts.
Is it any wonder that the investigators are trying
to establish “Bank Fraud” charges against one “Prince
Tallano” in Switzerland and which pulled in
INTERPOL. No, we don’t know the outcome of that
search but Tallano is still out and about playing even
more interesting games than trying to get gold out of
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Swiss banks and defrauding the bank in point.
Does that impact OUR “FDN”? No. Truth and
documents STAND in court records and orders for
uncounted centuries of time and counting.
THIS is why “we” stay the course—not playing
games with the fairy-tale princesses and princes of
Fantasyland.
Is that different from VK Durham? Yes, but only
in that we couldn’t support her in such a grand
manner but to the tune of some minimum $3,000 per
month while she dickered and bled us after Russell’s
death while thinking we could “save the day”
somehow. A great big BS is such an understatement
as to be staggering.
Were we a bit stupid? Yes and no. We had,
from August 5, 1993, Russell’s assignment of all of his
interests but VK had already done her dirtier work.
Russell knew that and suggested we please try to
work WITH HER. We did and that was also an
experience with the Devil herself.
Did VK KNOW that Russell Herman had handed
into our care his interests? YES, OF COURSE SHE
DID AND THAT IS PROVEN.
As he was dying in 1994 she filed documents
claiming her “takeover” of all assets relative to that
infamous 3392-181 “Peruvian”. She did such a bad job
of it but without question she even had the very
ASSIGNMENT itself as she added the duplicated
signature FROM THE ASSIGNMENT to her
Warranty claim turning over everything to her. She
copied the signature onto her document from “our”
document over a year later.
VK would have done well—or perhaps she
personally trained the Filipinos—in the Philippines
where counterfeit, fraud, scam and forgeries are the
game of the day (and especially the nights). Hers
were equally as badly done but “Oh Well”.
Oh by the way: Never mind that “Assignment” to
which VK refers constantly. It has little meaning and
perhaps even less than the unnecessary “Certificate
3392”. The POINT is that the asset was confirmed,
conformed and placed 100% identified into COSMOS
SEAFOOD ENERGY MARKETING, LTD. (THAT
was RUSSELL HERMAN—with his associate Ms.
Xalis) in 1985. Please check for yourself the status
of that corporation and find comfort in the fact that you
are not on VK’s “side” of this little confrontation in
ongoing nonsense.
Is there truly HOPE? Well, it is said that hope is
the door to goodness, even Heaven; while Faith is the
key to that door.
Do we have hope and faith? Yes, I suppose we
do but it is based on the literal FACTS in TRUTH and
not in whimsical claim to God in invisible voices or
flag-waving. The most amazing revelation here is that
EVERYONE claims “God said” and being
predominantly Roman Catholic and yes, Muslim with
“Allah”, it is always “GOD SAID” followed on with
fraudulent documents, forged papers and you name
it even to claiming to be the “King” Sultan.
We were called just two days ago from the
“horse’s mouth” who had been to THE meeting where
it was established that the top Sultan has been
proclaimed. It is Not Rodinood and no, we don’t
know who that might be in the sifting through of the
claimants. It is said, however, that “He is on ‘our’
side.” Oh; well, good?!? So be it. Allah is great and
God is good! And NO, this “one” is not among those
awful terrorists of which VK speaks and claims our
inside participation and most especially that we are the
financial support behind all of them. It will have far
more to do with political interchange and especially the

holdings of Malaysia as established in old Borneo
(Sabah). It can be proven, I expect, more currently
than President Taft in the gifting of Brunei to that
Bolkiah family and I don’t refer to Prince Bandar who
has nothing to do with Brunei under any circumstances
other than perhaps some recognition of Bandar as U.S.
Ambassador from Saudi-Arabia and who, by the way,
was also completely entangled with Bush, along with
those Bin Ladens of Osama fame. Please, just look
at Fahrenheit 911 and catch a wake-up call. This is
NOT “NEWS”, readers, just the “facts, Ma’am”.
VK claimed in the last two years that she was,
with Russell Herrman, dinner friends and guests to
King Fahd of SA no less. Wow, and she also claims
to be a cousin of Queen Elizabeth! Well, I guess I
would be as nuts as she claims if I accepted any of
her tripe.
Oh, by the way, INTERPOL can’t find any agent
called Gammelsgaard to whom VK constantly writes.
Does that surprise us? You believe what you will but
it surely is stacking up to be a bunch of crap piled
higher and deeper at every new revelation.
Does the negation of VK somehow negate Russell
Herman? No, it certainly proves his standing and it is
proven as “Russell Herman” no matter what other
alias labels he might have used through his “service”
years to the CIA head and President, Geo. H. W.
Bush (Sr.). My goodness; and you might still think
Saddam had weapons of mass destruction? What ever
he might have had came from the U.S. and
economically was based on Geo. Bush’s MISUSE of
this asset he called “SUPERFUND”. We have
“decapitated” the “weapon” and turned it into potential
“mass construction” which would actually save the
very assets of one Geo. Jr. if there is anything left with
which to use as value-base.
If the gold is gone from the Philippines then the
next problem of the global snatchers is returning it to
right here in that OLD CENTRAL BANK while
never minding the Bangko Sentral of the foreign
ownership. The newly established (in about 1993)
BSP DOES NOT negate that which was to have
been in the prior CENTRAL BANK. Mr. Ramos
might well have some hard explaining to do when
those chips are tossed onto the table. He did it and
lying about it won’t help.
Will the Rule of Law ever prevail? Certainly it is
hoped that it can and shall but getting through the daily
drag through the cesspool tank is a major experience
of almost too much crap to handle without ponies in
there anywhere.
There are a couple or three articles within the past
few days by former Sen. Tatad which we request be
run as are. It is a fact that a whole group of people
have just been to the U.S. and as nearly as we can
tell it was to gain support for a possible new
government and a little bug told us that it was also to
get first-hand input regarding GAIA, et al. It is
established now that there is available the use of the
Foundation here and I would think that “faith” has no
value here—but reality of “due diligence” is more
“important” to the moment at hand. THAT is what we
have pleaded to have happen from EVERYONE
interested.
It seems that our contact long before becoming
Secretary of Treasury was Lawrence Summers while
he was still Assistant Sec. and during his stint as
Secretary of same. He is now head of Harvard U.
and would be the logical contact, along with the
“Legal” Department Head of Treasury at the time,
Russell Munk—both named by VK and constantly
informed BY VK as claimed. WE ARE NOT
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HIDING ANYTHING!
What these people
investigating might find out from IMF, et al., is purely
speculative in that they are owned 100% by the IBC
bunch of thugs. Remember that the Treasurer and
Attorney General of the U.S. are paid directly by the
IMF. The working coalition of the U.S. Treasury
WITH/through the Federal Reserve causes our
holdings to be 100% “guaranteed” by the UST/FED.
Wow and oh my goodness—even on a bad day in
Monsooned Manila that is observably good.
“In our lifetime” is a recognized condition of
“when” as two of our sons, one just yesterday
(Chuck), turned the half-century mark. That, no matter
how we count, dates old Mom and Dad considerably.
Yes indeed, we need all the help we can get. Let us
just hope, children, that you are maturing in wisdom
along with those years passing. These are the times
I find my patience short and some irritation growing as
my own family grows old and my babies are gone
forever while I pay, I suppose, those karmic debts of
some time—some where.
Would we do it again? Well, yes I suppose so,
seeing that we did it THIS time and that indicates a
choice made and perhaps many choices made in that
span of lifetime(s). Would it be our “rather” choice?
I guess I have to assume that it would be, also based
on the above assumption.
How have we managed in this maze of rat-trails?
I certainly can’t say but I assume it to be through the
blood, sweat and tears of KNOWING it “should”
work out right if everything about it is right, lawful,
legal and “perfected”. The “way” we have made it
this far is directly credited to YOU. And my
goodness, we are grateful and humble, for it indicates
that there are some of you who also KNOW in what
we experience.
It has been a long run of conscious recognition of
lessons and realizations beyond the quibbling of who
gets what and what “teacher” might or might not be
Real. They are all very REAL indeed—even the
frauds as we would label one or another. It is OUR
discernment at point, not “theirs”. This is just as
“yours” are not “mine”.
I don’t know why we so willingly give away our
“power” to the adversary of life itself but I observe
that we certainly do so at every opportunity. I guess
we actually FEAR that we cannot be “right” and live
in guilt and shame of some kind or another. Well, I
don’t accept that load much any longer. EJ never did
and it gives us a leg-up on the racetrack. Moreover,
we can leave YOU to YOURS without struggle or
remorse, for we have no notion of blame, vengeance
or judgment. The acts of all/each will be that which
is in response, properly returned. It need not take our
time or attention to any great extent beyond
confronting that which is not true and allow that Truth
to stand its ground.
I need to go and practice that which I have
preached, release the burden of that which I cannot
have right to change, change that which seems
appropriate and possible and yes indeed, continue to
pray diligently, AND LISTEN TO THE RESPONSE,
for wisdom to KNOW both the “same-same” and the
“difference” in each presented adventure.
We will pick some articles to give input about the
focus here these days and leave space to do so
without tampering or being accused of possible
tampered interpretations—as space allows.
We send our love and appreciation to each of you.
We are fully aware that we could not do this job alone
nor would we even wish to “try”.
DJE
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Electromagnetic Weapons
& Asymmetrical Warfare
By T.E. Bearden (Part One)
Readers of this newspaper are probably aware
there are weapon systems based on prana or
“scalar” energy, which have been in existence for
a long time already.
Nikola Tesla once stated that these energies
could be used to “split the Earth like an apple”.
Dr. Peter Beter disclosed Russian “psychoenergetic” technology and use of prana-energy
weapons—and much more—back in the 1980s.
Much of this information has been made
available—albeit with different semantic labeling—
in the works of Walter Russell, the presentation of
which drew the ire of the “powers that be” a
decade ago. Yes, we tried to present this
information to the public more than a decade ago
and the proof of that statement is in those amazing
Phoenix Journals—which can be acquired through
Phoenix Source Distributors, 800-800-5565,
<www.PhoenixSourceDistributors.com>.
Nowhere in the public domain is information
about the “WMD” aspects of this science revealed
more fully than by Tom Bearden, who also lays out
specific applications of these “superweapons”
likely to be witnessed in the near future. We give
thanks and appreciation to Tom Bearden and
<www.cheniere.org> for permission to reprint this
material in an effort to give it the widest possible
circulation at this time.
SCALAR ELECTROMAGNETIC WEAPONS
AND THEIR TERRORIST USE:
IMMEDIATE STRATEGIC ASPECTS
OF THE ASYMMETRIC WAR ON THE U.S.
By T. E. Bearden, 10/13/04
<www.cheniere.org>
Drafted Sept. 11, 2004 on the Third Anniversary of 9/11/01
1. COLD WAR DEVELOPMENT
OF SCALAR INTERFEROMETRY
Prior to 1990, our weather over North America
was being steadily engineered by the KGB—
particularly beginning on July 4, 1976—using giant
strategic scalar interferometers on site in Russia
{1 ,2 ,3 ,4 }. From the beginning of the development
program started shortly after WW II, the KGB
personally controlled the development of startling new
Russian weapons under the Soviet energetics program
{5 ,6 ,7 }. That program was for research and
eventual development of highly advanced new
superweapons more powerful than the atomic bomb.
The new superweapons were developed,
produced, manned, and operated by the KGB itself,
and were never placed in the hands of the regular
Russian armed forces. Speaking to the Presidium in
1960, Khrushchev referred to the forthcoming scalar
interferometer weapons with the following statement:
“We have a new weapon—just within the
portfolio of our scientists, so to speak—so

powerful that, if unrestrainedly used, it could
wipe out all life on Earth.”
The large Soviet strategic scalar interferometers
were deployed and became operational in April
1963—a bit too late for Khrushchev to use and
counter the U.S. confrontation in the Cuban Missile
Crisis of latter 1962. However, the first operational
weapon was used to destroy the U.S.S. Thresher
nuclear submarine underwater and on maneuvers off
the East Coast of the United States, in April 1963.
Thereby Khrushchev demonstrated the power of his
new weapons over one of the major three elements of
the strategic military nuclear firepower of the United
States. Extension to the other two elements—ICBMs
and strategic bombers—was obvious.
2. INCIDENTS WHERE OUTSIDE
INTERVENTION SAVED THE UNITED
STATES
Many dramatic but largely unheralded incidents
occurred during the so-called “Cold War”. For
example, in the 1970s a small nation saved us from
being totally destroyed by Soviet nuclear weapons
which had been inserted in our cities. That nation did
it very simply: They also inserted an appreciable
number of nuclear weapons of their own inside Russia
itself, in its population centers and its primary target
zones. Some of them were thermonuclear.
All these inserted nuclear weapons—both in the
United States and in Russia—are still there with their
activation teams, waiting. In such manner was the
“balance of terror”—the Mutual Assured Destruction
or MAD doctrine—really implemented and enforced
vis a vis the Soviet Union.
In April 1986 a secretive little U. S. group
intervened in a forthcoming giant earthquake being
built up by the KGB scalar interferometers for the
greater Los Angeles and San Francisco areas. Via a
special electronic device, the group suddenly destroyed
one of the distant Soviet scalar interferometer
transmitters—thereby initiating the nearby Chernobyl
nuclear incident but preventing the loss of perhaps
200,000 U.S. lives in Los Angeles and San Francisco,
together with terrible destruction and economic
damage.
Also in 1986, the same friendly little nation again
prevented our strategic destruction by even more
powerful energetics weapons developed by the Soviet
Union. The friendly nation simply began exploding
very large Russian missile ammunition storage sites, as
a direct warning of what was in store for the Soviet
Union if the Soviets attacked.
In 1997, again the U.S. would have been utterly
destroyed on two occasions had it not been for the
same little nation. Several professional colleagues and
I played a desperate role in both those incidents; they
were frighteningly real but also totally unreported in
the news media. Indeed, our own intelligence agencies
had no inkling that a full strategic Soviet superweapon
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attack to destroy the United States was imminent on
each of the occasions (the second of which would
have occurred on May 1, 1997) {8 }. The May Day
for 1997 would have been the “big one”, had the FSB/
KGB not been checkmated by “an offer it could not
refuse”—delivered once again by the friendly nation.
During those critical periods when every hour on the
clock seemed a week in length, the hostile armada
that would have struck us included the Japanese
Yakuza and Aum Shinrikyo teams on site in Russia,
operating leased KGB/FSB strategic scalar
interferometers against the U.S.
3. YAKUZA ACQUISITION
OF SOVIET SUPERWEAPONS
With the collapse of the old Soviet Union’s
economy, by the end of 1989 the Russian financial
situation was grim. By courtesy of the Russian Mafia
{9 } which works directly for the FSB/KGB, a rogue
Japanese group consisting of the Yakuza {10 } and
Aum Shinrikyo {11 } was conducted to Russia in latter
1989, met with the KGB, and leased some of those
large KGB strategic scalar interferometers on site in
Russia {12 }. The down payment was $900 million
U.S. in gold bullion, and the lease is rumored to be
some $1 billion per year.
The Yakuza and Aum Shinrikyo then assigned
teams to man those superweapon sites and begin
weather engineering operations against the United
States and other targets. The Aum Shinrikyo even set
up a small university in Russia where the energetics
theory and technology could be taught to the rogue
Japanese teams by the KGB scientists.
The rogue Japanese teams underwent extensive
training and in 1990 they began operating these large
strategic interferometers {13 } worldwide, including
performing extensive weather engineering operations,
directly under the supervision of the FSB/KGB. The
use of the Yakuza and its vast resources worldwide
was thus incorporated into the FSB/KGB planning and
coordination for the coming destruction of the United
States and the Western world.
Much later, Western investigations into the Aum
Shinrikyo did clearly establish the sect’s links in
Russia, but missed the major involvement of the
Yakuza. The Soviets easily made it appear that
contact of the Aum Shinrikyo with Russia had been
harmless. Quoting Turbiville {14 }:
“Russian, Japanese, and other investigators
quickly identified a substantial number of sect
[Aum Shinrikyo] members in Russia, including
members in the government and other walks of
life. Media commentators took note of a ‘gas
analyzer’ of Russian origin seized at a sect facility;
reports of Aum Shinrikyo sect members among
Russian Radiation, Chemical, and Biological
Defenses Troops; alleged sect ties to the Russian
Academy of Sciences; the large volume of
commercial Russian ship and aircraft traffic
between Russia and Japan; and other issues that
suggested questionable Russo-Japanese linkages to
sarin production or transport... Official Russian
military and security service spokesmen, while
acknowledging Aum Shinrikyo’s presence in
Russia, reiterated the absolute security of military
chemical depots and munitions...”
So in early 1990, the weather engineering
operations over North America were assumed from
the FSB/KGB by the Yakuza/Aum Shinrikyo teams,
and operations continued with the Yakuza’s leased
giant scalar interferometers. The weather engineering
against the United States continues today under the
rogue Japanese teams on site in Russia, with direct
FSB/KGB supervision.
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In 2004 we have entered the 2-year “final
preparation phase”. These operations have been
intensified and will continue to be intense, wreaking
great economic damage. Hurricanes Charlie, Frances,
Ivan, Jeanne, etc. have been no exception to the
Yakuza weather engineering, which included directly
influencing and controlling each hurricane’s power and
behavior, as well as directing its course and speed so
as to choose its targeting path. Indeed, Ivan did a
180 degree turn, and Jeanne did a 360 degree loop
before reaching Florida, demonstrating the degree of
control available.
Meteorologists do recognize periods of increased
or decreased hurricane activity for various
reasons{15 }, but they do not consider deliberate
human induction of hurricanes or human control over
their direction, power, and progress.
Indeed, in latter March of 2004, Hurricane
Catarina—the first-ever recorded hurricane in the
South Atlantic—formed and came ashore in Brazil on
March 28 with 90 mph winds, doing substantial
damage. So while the conventional wisdom is that
hurricanes cannot form (naturally) in the South
Atlantic; this one did and “broke all the records”. It
appears to have been a “deliberate probe” by the
Yakuza: Produce and drive ashore a hurricane
where the textbooks state one is impossible, to test
whether Western governments and scientists
recognize the artificial weather engineering. The
answer, of course, is that—as expected—the West did
not recognize its importance, or that it was a
deliberate “stimulus”. Western meteorologists and
governments simply shrugged off Hurricane Catarina
as an interesting little phenomenon but of no great
concern.
After leasing the KGB/FSB scalar interferometers
on site in Russia at the end of 1989, the Yakuza later
carried the scalar electromagnetics (energetics)
technology and science for such interferometry back
to Japan. There they set up their own clandestine
facilities to manufacture such weapons, including small
portable scalar interferometers, EMP weapons, and
possibly even negative energy EMP weapons.
Selected portable weapons of such types are to be
inserted—probably some have already been inserted—
into the U.S. and used internally by the Yakuza in its
coming destruction of our centralized electrical power
system. With the final coup de grace to be delivered
about two years from now, the loss of our national
electrical power system is intended to evoke the
catastrophic collapse of the entire U.S. economy,
followed by the fall of other Western nations’
economies like toppling dominoes.
The problem is this: The U.S. Government,
scientific community, intelligence community, and
electrical power industry seem totally incapable of
confronting the desperate requirement to replace our
entire centralized electrical power system with fuelfree self-powering “energy from the vacuum” (EFTV)
systems, as rapidly as is humanly possible. Mere
mention of such a requirement engenders
psychological displacement activity and denial. Hence
the U.S. continues its “energy business as usual”,
while the clock ticks away to our destruction.
4. OUR DESPERATE NEED TO CORRECT
THE SERIOUSLY FLAWED CLASSICAL
ELECTROMAGNETICS (CEM) AND
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (EE) MODELS
In the past we have used the phrase “scalar
electromagnetics” and “scalar interferometry” {13} to
describe the longitudinal EM wave transmitters used
in these interferometer weapons. Tesla did not
originate the term, nor did he originate scalar

interferometry, although he had indeed stumbled onto
longitudinal EM waves and what can only be called
force-free precursor engineering {16 }. Quoting
Tesla {17 }:
“...I showed that the universal medium is a
gaseous body in which only longitudinal pulses can
be propagated, involving alternating compressions
and expansions similar to those produced by sound
waves in the air. Thus, a wireless transmitter does
not emit Hertz waves which are a myth, but sound
waves in the ether, behaving in every respect like
those in the air, except that, owing to the great
elastic force and extremely small density of the
medium, their speed is that of light.”
If one replaces the words “gaseous body” with
the modern term “virtual particle flux (active virtual
state gas) of the vacuum”, one sees Tesla’s words in
agreement with the basic view of the modern active
vacuum. Discovery of EM longitudinal waves—which
actually comprise all normal EM waves, fields, and
potentials {18 ,19 }—leads to a much more
fundamental electrodynamics, including sophisticated
altering of ordinary EM waves, potentials, and fields
to contain hidden internal Whittaker field vectors and
their dynamics.
The energy density of the vacuum energy
comprises an enormously powerful “scalar potential of
the vacuum/spacetime”. As such, this potential (i.e.,
the vacuum energy flux and Einstein’s 4-space itself)
decomposes into Whittaker harmonic sets of
bidirectional EM longitudinal phase conjugate
wavepairs {18}. The Western classical force-field
electrodynamics is a lower group symmetry
electrodynamics—i.e., U(1) symmetry EM—which in
turn is totally “engineerable from its very beginning”
and from its inside out, by an EM of sufficiently higher
group symmetry.
Our scientists, engineers, and thermodynamicists
have largely failed to grasp the implications of the
gauge freedom axiom once asymmetrical regauging is
used rather than symmetrical regauging. The first
requirement for EFTV systems producing more energy
output than the operator alone inputs, is to violate the
invariance of the theoretical equations and thus break
Lorentz symmetry as well {20} . Further, when one
deals with the force-free EM field, potential, and wave
as it exists in mass-free space, one does not have to
“pay” to furnish the energy necessary to develop
powerful working forces a priori. Instead, one only
has to deliberately direct nature’s own energy flows,
exhibited by the internal Whittaker composition of any
EM “static” potential, field, or wave in space. Force
is an ongoing effect of a more primary ongoing
interaction, not a fundamental cause.
By
asymmetrically directing the free Whittaker EM energy
flows from almost freely established “static” fields and
potentials, forces in charged matter can in theory be
generated to almost any strength and in any pattern
set, including with a chosen internal dynamics.
This is the ultimate “far from equilibrium”
thermodynamics approach. In such manner, one uses
negative entropy engineering, in total violation of the
present flawed Second Law of thermodynamics {21 }.
There are no “integrated (observable) forces” in
space, since force and force fields exist only in
matter. Our fundamental mechanics greatly errs in
assuming a separate force in mass-free space, acting
upon a separate mass. No such “separate force in
mass-free space” exists, or can exist, since mass is a
component of force by F º d/dt(mv). No mass, no
force. As Nobelist Feynman stated:
“Everything we know is only some kind of
approximation, therefore, things must be learned
only to be unlearned again or, more likely,
corrected.”
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Speaking about force, Feynman stated {22 }:
“…in dealing with force the tacit assumption is
always made that the force is equal to zero unless
some physical body is present… One of the most
important characteristics of force is that it has a
material origin…” “If you insist on a precise
definition of force, you will never get it!”
So then what kind of electromagnetics exists in
force-free space, prior to the presence of mass and
thus prior to the formation of forces and force fields
assumed by the present CEM/EE? Speaking of the
electric field in space from a source positive charge,
and the responses of charged masses placed in that
field and interacting with it, Feynman stated {23 }:
“…the existence of the positive charge, in
some sense, distorts, or creates a ‘condition’ in
space, so that when we put the negative charge
in, it feels a force. This potentiality for
producing a force is called an electric field.”
What basically exists in mass-free (nonintegrated)
spacetime is the disintegrated and disordered virtual
particle flux (VPF) of the vacuum. All the energy is
virtual state energy and we may state that the basic
“enormous” vacuum energy—if it were coherently
integrated—is disintegrated into very tiny virtual bits
of energy. An EM field, or potential, or wave in
vacuum (in empty space) is actually an organization
(ordering) and dynamics imposed upon and in the basic
disordered VPF and virtual energy. The fundamental
field or potential is thus an “organizing pattern” and
must already include negative entropy (to reorder the
disordered virtual energy of the vacuum) a priori
{24 }.
Any persisting (pattern) EM change (organization)
in a region of the VPF—once it interacts with
observable charged matter—can be and is integrated
to observable (quantum) level, producing force and
force fields in the interacting charged matter.
There is no observable force a priori until a
pattern of virtual change in a region of the vacuum is
reacting with observable matter and being integrated
to observable quantum level in that interaction. We
have explained that integration process elsewhere
{23,25 }, as demonstrated by every charge in the
universe.
5. HOW THE NOTION OF TRANSVERSE EM
WAVES IN SPACE ORIGINATED
To explain longitudinal EM waves in the vacuum,
and also to explain their detection as transverse waves
in a receiving conductor {26 }, one merely points out the
known severe longitudinal flow restraint on the Drude
electrons in a conductor. While the electrons in the
Drude gas may individually move at greater velocity, their
net flow longitudinally down the conductor is the drift
velocity {27 } and it is usually on the order of a few
centimeters per second in a typical bench circuit with
small voltages and currents {28 }. The electron
longitudinal velocity down the conductor is very much less
than the speed of the field or potential down the wire.
Hence there exists a very effective gyroscopic restraint
of the electron’s spinning gyro axes in the longitudinal or
“current flow” direction.
The Drude electrons—due to their continuous spin—
act as gyros with longitudinally restrained axes, when the
longitudinal EM force kindles (integrates) upon them
from the vacuum precursor (force free) field interaction.
The longitudinally restrained Drude electron occasionally
slips a bit longitudinally, but it is immensely freer to
move transversely. So it easily precesses laterally, and
the lateral motions can be very large and/or very fast
indeed. The intense lateral precession of the “Drude
electron as a gyro” quite well demonstrates the
longitudinal nature of the causative disturbing precursor
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agent, with the longitudinal impulse force strongly resisted
by the longitudinal restraint force, and with most of the
electron’s effect force being the resulting gyro-electron
precession force at right angles.
Even for electrons in empty space, their inertia
together with their spin results in a similar much larger
precession at right angles to the disturbing force created
upon them by the precursor force-free fields and waves.
The observation of the “lateral electron
precession waves” of these precessing Drude
electrons in our instruments is the accepted
“measurement” of the so-called “transverse EM
waves in vacuum”. The measurement does not
measure the oscillation direction of the causative
precursor EM wave in vacuum at all, but only its
oscillation effect created in the Drude electron
charged matter. There are really no transverse EM
waves in mass-free space, albeit we seem to be stuck
with such a model since the founders of classical
electrodynamics assumed the material ether filling all
space, and thus used matter waves (force field waves)
in space in their modeling. If there were such a
material ether, then there would be matter at every
point in space, and there would indeed be transverse
charge precession EM waves in this “ethereal but
real matter” filling all space. The continued implicit
assumption of a material ether, and the continuing
erroneous misinterpretation of what our measurement
instruments are measuring, has been erroneously
propagated to the present day in electrodynamics
since at least 1865. Yet the material ether has been
falsified for more than a century, since 1887. The
false assumption of the material ether and the
resulting false assumption of the transverse EM force
field wave in space continues even after Drude’s
fundamental work.
To my knowledge, no other Western analyst has
pointed out the connection between longitudinal restraint
of the Drude electrons to a slow drift velocity, with the
restrained electron’s lateral precession in such a case. So
we argue that the Drude electron precession proves that
the EM waves in matter-free space are longitudinal
rather than transverse, precisely as Tesla stated. We
pointed out this anomaly in the erroneous “force in empty
space” theory for years, to little avail. The Soviets
weaponized it.
6. CEM AND EE STILL ERRONEOUSLY
ASSUME THE OLD MATERIAL ETHER
The misinterpretation of the detected transverse EM
force field waves as actual force-field waves in a
material space has been perpetuated erroneously in
classical electrodynamics since its inception, and it
continues today. The entire U.S. scientific apparatus—
including the National Academy of Sciences, National
Science Foundation, Department of Energy, national
laboratories, and universities—continues to bury its head
firmly in the sand, covering itself with the old luminiferous
material ether.
Those measured waves in our measuring instruments
really are transverse EM force field effect waves in and
of the interacting Drude electron material medium in the
conductors of the intercepting instrument. But the
causative interacting EM field entities in the vacuum are
themselves force-free longitudinal EM wave
disturbances of the curvature of spacetime (general
relativity view) and of the local VPF of the vacuum
(particle physics view). Else the theory of gyro
precession is voided by every Drude electron and by
every transverse EM force field wave detection in
Drude electron gases.
The EM force fields so blithely assumed by our
present electrodynamics absolutely do not and cannot
exist in mass-free space, since force only exists in a

mass system in and during its ongoing interaction
with the force-free precursor fields. The elemental
responses of the charged mass system are at right
angles to the disturbing force-free fields. Neither do
transverse EM “effect” waves exist in mass-free space,
but only in charged mass systems (such as the Drude
electron gas) engaged in an ongoing interaction with the
longitudinal precursor waves. Here also, the element
response of the mass system is at right angles to the
force-free fields of the disturbing precursor wave.
The primary, longitudinal force-free fields in massless
space are the more fundamental EM fields, as Tesla had
realized. Tesla actually began the process later partially
captured by Whittaker {18,19}, which was taken to
fruition after WW II by Soviet weapon scientists as the
new weapons science of energetics. It is what the
present author is calling precursor waves, precursor
fields, and precursor engineering.
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World News Insights
With the U.S. locked in a quagmire in Iraq for
the forseeable future, it is to be hoped there can be
a diplomatic resolution of the global problems
occasioned by the “illegal” (according to Kofi Annan
of the UN) aggression. Americans are generally
aware through the mainstream media that over 1,000
U.S. soldiers have lost their lives in Iraq but the
overall toll is far, far greater. Before continuing the
discussion of the military casualties, however, we
review a startling report estimating the civilian toll.
[QUOTING:]
CIVILIAN DEATH TOLL IN IRAQ EXCEEDS 100,000
NewScientist.com, 10/29/04
By Shaoni Bhattacharya
The invasion of Iraq in March 2003 by coalition
forces has lead to the death of at least 100,000 civilians,
reveals the first scientific study to examine the issue.
The majority of these deaths, which are in addition
[to] those normally expected from natural causes, illness
and accidents, have been among women and children,
finds the study, released early by The Lancet on
Thursday.
The most common cause of death is as a direct result
of violence, mostly caused by coalition air strikes, reveals
the study of almost 1000 households scattered across
Iraq. And the risk of violent death ... was 58 times
greater than before the war...
The figure of 100,000—estimated by extrapolating the
surveyed households’ death toll to the whole population—
is based on “conservative assumptions”, notes Les
Roberts at Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public
Health, Baltimore, U.S., who led the study.
That estimate excludes Falluja, a hotspot for violence.
If the data from this town is included, the study points to
about 200,000 excess deaths since the outbreak of
war….
[END QUOTING]
U.S. military losses are said to be just over 1,000
troops but this is very misleading. As with Gulf War
One, the true loss of life cannot be measured until
subsequent lingering deaths are factored in. It is
now generally acknowledged that the anthrax vaccine
given in 1991 is at the root of Gulf War Illness, which
has claimed many lives in the intervening years.
In this next report, we read of Italian military
losses due to the singular cause of depleted-uranium
poisoning—which has not been covered in the press
in the United States. And if the Italians have losses
on this order of magnitude, it is hard to imagine the
effects on U.S. forces.
[QUOTING:]
DEPLETED URANIUM: OBSERVATORY
LAMENTS DENIAL
Agencia Giornalistica Italiano, 10/19/04
According to the Italian Military Health Observatory
a total of 109 Italian soldiers have died thus far due to
exposure to depleted uranium. The observatory stressed
the fact that 41 percent of active personnel casualties
relate to disease. According to Domenico Leggiero at
the Military Health Observatory, “The total of 109
casualties exceeds the total number of persons dying as
a consequence of road accidents. Anyone denying the
significance of such data is purely acting out of ill faith,
and the truth is that our soldiers are dying out there due
to a lack of adequate protection against depleted
uranium.” Leggiero pointed out the fact that the Senate

has to date failed to establish a probe committee on this
matter: “...it is proof of a worrying lack of oversight on
matters which are frankly dramatic.” Members of the
Observatory have petitioned a urgent hearing “in order to
study effective prevention and safeguard measures aimed
at reducing the death-toll amongst our serving soldiers”.
[END QUOTING]
In addition to the acknowledged loss of life by
regular U.S. forces, it should also be noted that in
many cases “contractors” have borne the brunt of
things and it has been estimated that over 18,000 of
them are in the field at the present time. Loss of life
among “contractors” (mercenaries, many of whom
served their country in other conflicts) is not part of
the acknowledged totals.
Next:
Given Tom Bearden’s outlay of
information relating to disease generation by means
of frequency induction, along with the longstanding
NWO agenda for population reduction, the following
story might be less wild-eyed than it first appears.
[QUOTING:]
RUSSIAN EXPERT SAYS FLU EPIDEMIC MAY
KILL OVER ONE BILLION THIS YEAR
MosNews, 10/28/04
The world is on the brink of a major flu epidemic—
one that could claim more than a billion lives, the head
of the Russian Virology Institute, Academician Dmitry
Lvov said at a press conference organized by the RIANovosti news agency on Thursday.
“Up to one billion people could die around the whole
world in six months,” Lvov said. The expert did not give
a timeframe for the epidemic, but said that it is highly
probable that it will start this year. “We are half a step
away from a worldwide pandemic catastrophe,” the
academic said.
The Russian expert said that U.S. researchers
possessed data suggesting that if a pandemic hits, up to
700,000 people will fall ill in the United States…
The academician said the pandemic was most likely
to be caused by the so-called bird flu stem. “The death
rate among those who contract this type of flu reaches
70 percent,” Lvov said…
[END QUOTING]
The best advice? Keep your immune systems in
good shape, augment with whatever “dietary
supplements” New Gaia Products can no longer
provide—and get right with Creator.
The next article is certainly noteworthy ahead of
the U.S. elections, the results of which might not even
be known by the time this paper is in your hands due
to foreseeable probabilities.
[QUOTING:]
RUSSIA SENDS ELECTION CHIEF
TO MONITOR U.S. VOTE
AFP, 10/29/04
Top Russian electoral officials will be in the United
States to help monitor the presidential election there,
Interfax news agency said Saturday. Alexander
Veshnyakov, chairman of the Russian central elections
commission, arrives in the United States Saturday and will
be among those monitoring the voting process and vote
counting in Los Angeles on Tuesday, the report said.
Viktor Yashchenko, another senior Russian election
official, will also travel to the United States to examine
the use of electronic devices to facilitate the voting
process, Interfax said, quoting a commission spokesman.
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The 2000 US presidential elections were marred by
charges of extraordinary irregularities in voting in a
number of U.S. states.
[END QUOTING]
The following article is a “must include” for the
simple reason that it shows U.S. Deputy Secretary of
State Richard Armitage’s presence in Moscow, where
he met with Russian Security Council Secretary Igor
Ivanov. Elsewhere in this issue is a reference to
former Senator Francisco Tatad having met with U.S.
State Department officials on a recent trip to
Washington. Let us hope the discussions centered
around ways of stopping the prevalent madness in
the world.
[QUOTING:]
RICHARD ARMITAGE LAYS WREATH TO RIZHSKAYA
METRO STATION TRAGEDY SITE
RIA Novosti, 10/27/04
Deputy U.S. Secretary of State Richard Armitage
laid a wreath to the Rizhskaya metro station terrorist act
site in Moscow, where an explosion sounded on August
31, which killed 10 and wounded over 50 people.
“This evening I came here to honor the memory of
all Russian citizens who died here, as well as those killed
in other horrible events that happened in Russia,” said
Mr. Armitage.
“The whole civilized world witnessed the events that
happened in Beslan. The citizens of my country cry for
what happened there together with you,” he added.
Mr. Armitage said he would discuss with Deputy
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Kislyakov ways to fight
our common enemy.
U.S. citizens will stand shoulder by shoulder with
Russian citizens to put an end to this evil, he said.
The deputy secretary of state is in Russia on a
working visit. Within the framework of his stay in
Moscow, he will meet with Russian Security Council
Secretary Igor Ivanov.
[END QUOTING]
Many readers might be aware of the phenomenal
increase in sunspot activity in recent times. But it is
very noteworthy that sunspot activity has now
increased to levels not witnessed in the last 8,000
years!
[QUOTING:]
SUNSPOTS MORE ACTIVE THAN FOR 8000 YEARS
NewScientist.com, 10/27/04
By Maggie McKee
The Sun has been more active in the last 70 years
than it has for the previous 8000, according to an analysis
of tree rings dating back 11,400 years. But researchers
say its recent bout of hyperactivity does not account for
the rapidly rising temperatures recorded on Earth over the
last three decades.
Sunspots are surface concentrations of the star’s
magnetic field and the more there are, the more energy
the Sun is emitting...
Scientists have tried to reconstruct previous sunspot
activity using ice cores and tree rings. These contain
isotopes, such as carbon-14 and beryllium-10, created
when high-energy particles from deep space, called
cosmic rays, slam into the atmosphere. Fewer cosmic
rays reach the Earth when the Sun is very active,
because the charged particles from the Sun deflect them.
Now, a team led by Sami Solanki of the MaxPlanck-Institut fur Sonnensystemforschung in
Katlenburg-Lindau, Germany, has analysed records of
trees preserved in riverbeds and bogs that date back
11,400 years to produce the most precise study yet of
sunspot history…
[END QUOTING]
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Public Notice
This notice will be construed as a continuation of compliance with provisions necessary to establish presumed fact (Rule 301, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
and attending State rules). If all interested parties fail to rebut any given allegation or matter of law addressed herein, the position will be construed as adequate
to requirements of judicial notice, thus preserving fundamental law. A true and correct copy of this Public Notice is on file with and available for inspection
at the newspaper CONTACT (P.O. Box 27800, Las Vegas, NV 89126, USA) which is responsible for publishing the instrument as a legal notice. In the Republic
of the Philippines, comments and objections may be filed in writing by addressing Global Alliance Investment Association at 6751 Ayala Avenue, Makati City,
Metro Manila, Philippines. Others may be addressed to Global Alliance Investment Association, 5344 Images Court, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89107 USA.
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NEVADA CORPORATIONS:

Phoenix Source Online:

Foreign Nationals And
Corporate Citizenship

www.PhoenixSourceDistributors.com
- all published Phoenix Journals
- CONTACT back-issues

Budget’s “Tip of the Week” #10:
Benefits for Foreign Nationals
As a foreign national citizen, when you set up a Nevada corporation you are establishing an entity resident
in the United States, with all of the benefits that accrue to that status. And no, you do not ever have to
set foot in the country to do this. You can even set up a virtual office presence, with a telephone answered
in the name of the corporation to present a different face to the new global community!
A Nevada corporation can provide services for a business in a foreign jurisdiction and receive its income
in Nevada, where is taxed at the federl rate of just 15% on the first $50,000 of net income. In some cases,
that advantage alone is sufficient reason to take this step IMMEDIATELY. In the long run, however, you
will find that Nevada’s “haven” status will serve you in many other ways as well.
Coming to America
The United States Immigration Service has in recent years relaxed requirements for many high-tech
workers, in recognition of the global demand for skilled workers in this field. H1-B visa status—which
applies to entertainers, athletes and those who otherwise possess unique skills—is easier to obtain now than
at any time in the past. Wouldn’t it be nice if an American company needed you badly enough that it would
help you to qualify for an H1-B visa? You just might have a LOT to offer this country!
H1-B visa quotas are often filled quickly but there is another type of visa that might be of interest to
any foreign national working in a management capacity. An executive or manager of a foreign corporation
affiliated with a U.S. corporation can qualify for an L visa, if the following requirements are fulfilled:
1. The foreign corporation must be affiliated with the American (Nevada) corporation and should have
assets in excess of $500,000.
2. Document that you are in fact an executive or manager of a foreign corporation affiliated with the
U.S. corporation.
2. Document that the U.S. corporate affiliate is in need of someone with your skills and abilities. (An
advertisement demanding a special combination of skills and abilities that just happen to match your own
will help a lot.)
3. Document your skills and abilities relative to the U.S. corporation’s needs.
In addition to the L-type visa, foreign nationals may be able to avail themselves of E-type visas,
which typically involve investment in U.S. businesses. We suggest you consult with an immigration
attorney.
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“And what is hope? Knowing that
there will be people who will not
let the end, whatever it might be,
happen in their time.”—Little
Crow, brother now observing

